
The Viksen Sisters

Bang! Viksen
Age: 26

Height: 9' 8"

Weight: 726 lbs

Species: Cenuffii Aphkian G.E.O.

(Genetically Engineered

Organism)

Gender: Hermaphrodite - female

Alignment: Lawful - Neutral

Occupation: Tactical fighter,

Research Scientist

Known abilities:

-As a result of hir genetically

engineered body, Bang!

Possesses what can only be

described as a perfectly

balanced athletic body with few

physical faults, none of which

can be exploited. Sie is

constantly studying how it was

done because sie wants to pass

these abilities on to hir children,

when sie finally bares or sires

any. 

-To date hir performances in combat and at testing fields has shown:

• sie has utterly unlimited endurance possessing a cardio-vascular system with a far higher

maximum output that her body can attain. Sie also is utterly immune to the affects of fatigue

poisons produced by hir body, either these poisons are produced in far lesser quantities than

normal beings or sie simply is processing them far more efficiently. 

• Radically fast and precise reflexes and coordination resulting in near machine like response to

almost anything from a thrown ball to a solid wall of bullets. Sie easily is able to avoid or capture

anything even if it is innately faster than sie is. 

• Hir body can adapt almost instantly to changes in environment and physical activity. The harder

sie trains the stronger and faster sie becomes. However hir body balances her overall ability and

so everything is increasing in unison making it hard for hir to speed up faster of get stronger

faster because sie simply can not focus on one thing. Hir body develops evenly across the board. 

• Being a physically super advanced athlete, sie naturally possesses strength, speed and agility far

beyond the norm for hir species. Sie has been observed lifting, in a full body press, over 300 tons,

running nearly 400 miles per hour, and jumping vertically more than a quarter mile or more than

2 miles laterally in a single bound. Sie can not fly unaided and makes no attempt to try. 

• Sie has also shown the flexibility of a “wet noodle” but does not make much show of it except



when fighting were being a “wet noodle” helps avoid most forms of injury.

Bang! has been tested during application for Paranormal’s insurance as having a form aura projection

allowing hir to:

• Reflect not merely deflect, that is return with up to 100% of the incoming force to the source or,

at least, that direction. It also has the effect of radically increasing the effect of hir own physical

attacks many times over and rendering nearly all direct physical attacks useless against her.

• Most energy type weapons have a very reduced effect on hir. Energy attacks, by biological,

magical, or technological sources are largely useless against hir unless they are of utterly

devastating proportions. That is enough to destroy a city might be enough to singe hir fur. Sie is

also similarly protected against persistent, intense, heat and often complains of feeling a bit cold

at times. 

Buum! Viksen

Age: 28

Height: 6' 3"

Weight: 220 lbs.

Species: Cenuffii Aphkian

G.E.O.

Gender: Female

Alignment: Lawful - Neutral

Occupation: Professional Model,

Adventurer

Known abilities:

Buum! never admitted her

powers for inspection or

insurance, which is just as well.

Recent observations indicate

she is one of the most powerful

biological reactor alive able to

rival a small star. Unlike some

reactors, such as Riikoa or

Yanka, the energy she produces

does not manifest as added

strength. Instead it continually

optimizes her body, keeping her

lathe, lean and unrealistically

beautiful, much like the “foxfire” phenomenon in Cenuffii vixens. With these abilities, She would have

been considered to dangerous for society and quite possibly terminated assuming it were possible to get

past her array of powerful defensive and offensive abilities including:

• Anti-matter Production and projection: This is the ability that makes Buum’s! name more of a

threat than the whimsical name of a famous super model, and occasional porn star. She can easy

produce up to 3 kilograms of heavy antimatter, typically anti-uranium , a week. Bare in mind that

a few micro-grams of heavy antimatter can match a normal nuclear warhead in an uncontrolled

matter annihilation reaction. This is a remarkably overly sophisticated ability and is clearly a

mutation and not part of the extensive genetic design work done when she or her sisters were



created. 

• Super bio-kinetic projection: In the League of Super-powered Athletics, the females developed a

technique of blasting sheer force through the tits. It was meant to cause a severe kinetic shock in

their opponents when in contact. The most powerful users of this technique could cause damage

not unlike a 2000 lb bomb going off. This technique is known as the “bosom blast”. While Power’d

leaguers used a combination of sheer strength in their pecs and a healthy usage of chi energy,

Buum! Can simple do so by means not yet known. The level of damage she can do is roughly

equal to a very large, sub-nuclear device. As a result, she very infrequently wears a covering top

as she is prone to accidental blasts equal to a hand grenade up to a large demolition charge. Her

breasts are also unusually dense and firm.

• Sub-space field manipulation: Buum! Was apparently designed to be safe from not only her own

abilities but weapons of mass destruction that could be leveled at her. She can generate, by

some unknown means, subspace warps producing nearly unpassable barriers which she can use

offensively but needs more training to make the best use of this ability, which most expert

consider her most dangerous on a one-on-one basis. It is also wise to consider that she can alter

space out to a distance of thousands of miles. It is largely believed that she can fly using these

warp fields, but this has not yet been observed.

• Enhanced Pheromones: As if being physical super-attractive was not enough. The scent she gives

off is totally irresistible to virtually al species and makes males very “suggestible” and can

influence the behavior of females and herms. Only her sisters, Bang! and Bamm! are largely

unaffected but they too are still vulnerable if she should crank up the “perfume action” a few

notches.

These abilities scare experts and have put in requests to terminate Buum! If a reason ever comes up, but

beyond being a walking doom’s day device, and fairly horny one at that, there is no reason to risk a star

system over this person as yet.

Bamm! Viksen
Age: 25 

Height: 6' 8"

Weight: 503 lbs

Species: Cenuffii Aphkian G.E.O.

Gender: Female

Alignment: Lawful - Neutral

Occupation: Tactical fighter, Pro-body

builder.

Known abilities:

It’s clear from her appearance, that

any powers Bamm! possesses will be

situated around having tremendous

strength. “Tremendous” however does

not adequately cover just how strong

and invulnerable she is. To date, the

limits of her strength have yet to even

be challenged. At some risk, while in

“tantrum” Bamm! has been analyzed



with the following abilities:

• Paranormal strength (Paranormal used literally as meaning “beyond normal”): Having vast

strength far beyond what her body suggests. While not the absolute strongest ever observed, she

has a postulated muscle/strength density of approximately 1.3 million tons per pound of muscle.

That is that she can displace, lift, push, pull, the equivalent of 1.3 million tons for every pound of

muscle in her body. With approximately 60% of her body being muscle mass the result is that 

Bamm! can lift 392.34 million tons. There are far stronger beings in the known universe.

• With this strength, Bamm! possesses seemingly unlimited endurance, or rather that she is so

strong and powerful that she has never had to try very hard, however it is none that she has

found internal methods, some created by her older sister, Bang!, to train their insanely powerful

bodies, including reduced breathing. At times, Bamm! has taken only one breath in ten minutes...

sometimes without knowing it. 

• Bamm! is seemingly immortal with an advanced metabolism that allows her to heal almost any

injury instantly. That’s assuming that one can injure her to begin with. She has withstood all

manner of weapons including the dreaded “carbon disruptor”, weapon that breaks down the

carbon molecules in most organic substances. Settings for silicon and metallic “organics” are

possible but are not as effective with specifically made weapons.

• Beyond simple physical strength, however vast, she also has the profound ability to generate and

project huge amounts of energy. Like her prodigious strength, the limit to this ability has not

really been explored but seems sufficient to match a space warship. This ability however does not

seem to be the same as Buum!’s bio-reactor powers and thusly are not expected to be as far

reaching or seemingly unlimited. Strangely, she can also detect energy outputs like a hand

scanner this may be an additional sensory facility, but it not normal to Cenuffii, the

technologically infused T’gunnii but not Cenuffii.

• Because of her endurance and strength, Bamm! Requires very little rest and often goes days on

end without sleep only relenting when her brain needs time to rest. 

Bamm!’s overall personality makes her the least dangerous of the three sisters but that by no means

makes her safe to be near for very long. They have long since realized they are individually powerful

enough to cause global damage and together they can do pretty much whatever they want. They

however, choose not to cause trouble unless called for. 

Who are the Viksens?

Information about their origins are not clear as the records have been long since lost or

destroyed, by the three Viksen sisters themselves. What is known is that each of them was genetically

engineered to be the maximum of what was the target value for that being. The purpose for this is

unknown. 

Further research indicates that they are all produces of advanced cloning techniques that have

either been outlawed or abandoned ages ago. Laws against cloning allow the sisters to persist even

though they may have been created through and for unlawful means. The creators will have to be found

and punished. This is proving extremely hard as the Viksens are actively interfering in the ongoing

investigations. 

Artficial or not, the three sisters are living a reasonably normal life trying not to draw too much

attention too themselves. 

Bang!, operating under the legal alias of “Rebeka ‘Rebel’ Phoxen”, is a full time research scientist



studying paranormal powers, their causes and how to maintain the health of such beings. While not

seeking relationships, even the one-night-stand, sie does have hir fair share of admirers, male, female,

and hermaphrodite/androgyne, and does entertain their interests to a point regularly. Sex is not the first

thing on hir mind but is far from the last. 

Sie, usually acting as the leader, and hir sisters often act like super-heroines when confronted by

anti-paranormal groups or organizations. Such groups seek to push out or remove paranormals from

society. Rather happy to help when needed, the Viksens face off against such thugs with ease but

demand no one ever ask them to help preferring to show up at their own whim. 

Buum!, also known as “Peach Phoxen”,is the darling and bread-winner of the trio. As a model she

makes a fortune and uses it freely but responsibly. She often obsesses over her clothing and appearance,

as it is her job and has been known to buy several hundred outfits, fancy cars, and so on in a few days if

the urge strikes her. She usually ends up taking half on it back or never picking it up, this happens mostly

with the cars and full outfits, remembering her dislike of full tops. 

Her appetites for the flesh are almost legendary as she is also a regular porn star making several

films a month. There is little she won’t do to get laid but her view of sex is merely as sport not an

expression of affection. For that she is the only Viksen actively hunting for a mate.  She often brags that

she likes them “hung to the knees” or having “three meaty legs” but that’s largely not true. Her most

sane and romantic outings have been with young males or herms that were decidedly average in

endowment. It is considered opinion that she likes handsomely average males or herms or androgynes.

That will need to be tested.

Bamm!, going by the name “Roxx Phoxen” is maybe the most single minded of the three.

Because of her inability to really work her body, being so strong, she has turned to body disciplining

sculpt and shape her frame into what she considers beautiful, given her massive musculature. She rarely

gets involved with her other sisters when she is in her training mood but is maybe the friendliest of the

three on the most regular basis. She actually volunteers her time in the community to keep busy and

loves to work with children.  Of all the sisters, it is thought she would make the best mother. 

Records of their actions are long and detailed and it is known that the Viksen sisters are

extremely violent were provoked and have been known to cause damage on a system-wide scale. They

have been confronted by vigilante “super teams”, many of whom were wiped out by only one of the

Viksens. There is now an observation team assigned to them to keep other such teams for setting them

off and to determine what, if anything, can be done to defeat these dangerous young vixens who have

proven so far to be far too powerful to fight safely, if at all...

...and they are getting even stronger by the day.

Bang! Buum! Bamm! Viksen and their aliases © DCAshmore.
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